Introduction
The definition of religion has not been provided in international law. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 ("UDHR") 1 only provides for the "freedom of . 4 However, the Declaration on Religion is silent on the right to change religion, though it is arguable that this right is implicit in the freedom of religion.
5
The phrase "religion or belief" is particularly important for our reflections. Both words are related to the notion of freedom of thought and freedom of conscience. Therefore, although international law does not define religion, it does identify religion with conscience. There are a number of manifestations of religion that are to be protected under international law. 6 Religion may involve teaching, practice, worship, and observance. 7 It also clearly states that the right to freedom of religion or belief is an individual right that may be exercised alone, as well as in community with others. As mentioned earlier, under international law, freedom of religion may include the right to change one's religion or belief. This approach, however, has been strongly contested by some Muslim countries in the UN, which asserts that no Muslim has the right to abandon Islam. 8 Looking at the definitional aspects of the term 'religion' 1 from a Malaysian perspective, perhaps one would have to ask the question of whether 'religion' refers only to established and ancient religions, 9 or does it include cults and sects with distinct philosophies and rituals of their own? 10 The issue is as yet untested in Malaysian courts. The practice up to the present time has been to prosecute any Muslim or non-Muslim who is involved in 'deviationist' teachings and practices. 11 It would appear that in countries like Malaysia, having an official religion and Rukun Negara (national tenet) which affirms the commitment to a belief in God, atheistic practices may not receive much sympathy in the courts although Western ideas and international law support a broad view of the term 'religion.'
12
Muslims tend to use the word 'religion' to mean "true devotion to God." 13 Therefore, for many Muslims, religious freedom means the freedom to embrace what is true. It does not mean the freedom to turn away from the truth.
14 This paper attempts to examine the freedom of religion and apostasy under international law by comparing it with Article 11 of the Malaysian Federal Constitution (hereinafter the Constitution), which deals with the "freedom of religion." The paper is divided into six parts including Introduction and Conclusion. Part two will focus on the position of freedom of religion under international law. In this part, we shall address the issue of apostasy in the context of religious freedom from an international law perspective. Part three will deal with the limitations that could be imposed on freedom of religion under international law, bearing in mind that freedom to manifest one's religion or belief is not absolute. The discussion in this part is indeed very important because some of the arguments presented here could be used to justify the Malaysian position on restricting Muslims, in particular, from denouncing Islam as their religion. Part three will turn attention to the position of freedom of religion as stipulated under Article 11 of the Constitution. This part will focus mainly on the practice of freedom of religion with regard to the positions of non-Muslims and Muslims, taking note of the fact that under international law, freedom of religion or belief includes the right to change one's belief. In this part, we shall also address the burning issue of apostasy with regard to the position of Muslims, as well as the punishment for apostasy in Malaysia. Here, a brief reference also will be made to the position of Muslim jurists regarding the punishment for 
Freedom of Religion under International Law
There are three major documents in international law concerning the fundamental human rights of freedom of thought, conscience, and religion. These are UDHR, ICCPR, and the Declaration on Religion. Among the three documents, "the standardsetting norm regulating freedom of religion or belief may be found in Article 18 of UDHR," 15 which provides:
Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance.
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It would suffice to note that UDHR equates freedom of thought and conscience to freedom of belief, and subjects that freedom to the same norms which apply to freedom of religion. The substantive components of those norms entail: (a) the right to entertain a particular religious or other belief; (b) the right to change one's religion or belief; and (c) the right to manifest one's religion or belief through teaching or practicing the same, or in worship.
law, the external act of manifesting one's religion or belief can be subjected to limitations only if the limitations: (1) are prescribed by law; and (2) are necessary to protect public safety, order, health, morals or the fundamental rights of others.
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Thus, it would appear that freedom to entertain a particular religious or even nonreligious belief is afforded qualified protection by the relevant instruments of international law. In addition to Article 18 of UDHR, reference could also be made to Article 18 of ICCPR. Under Article 18 of ICCPR, the right to freedom of religion includes: (a) the freedom to have or adopt a religion of one's choice; (b) the freedom to manifest religious beliefs in private or public, either individually or in community with others; and (c) the prohibition of coercion that would impair the right to hold a religious belief. ICCPR uses language identical to that used in UDHR, guaranteeing the "right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion." Furthermore, Article 1 of the Declaration on Religion echoes the same sentiment, stating that the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion shall include the freedom to have a religion or whatever belief of one's choice, and freedom, either individually or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest one's religion or belief in worship, observance, practice and teaching.
As to the question of 'apostasy,' it is vital to note that the right to change one's religion or belief is accorded a full guarantee under international law. For example, the right to change one's religion was recorded in ICCPR as one's "freedom to have or adopt a religion or belief of his choice."
22 ICCPR further guarantees that: "No one shall be subject to coercion which would impair his freedom to have or adopt a religion or belief of his choice." 23 Article 18 of UDHR also states that the right to freedom of religion or belief includes freedom to change his religion or belief. In addition, the Free Exercise Clause in the Declaration on Religion mimics the wording of ICCPR, except for its omission of the right to adopt a religion or belief of one's choice. 24 However, it is arguable that this right is implicit in the freedom of religion. There is no doubt that the right to change one's religion or belief is included in international law instruments as a particular component of the right to spread one's religion or belief. Islamic countries insisted on this omission, however, because they perceived this approach of adopting a religion or belief of one's own choice as 
Limitations on Freedom of Religion under International Law
The freedom to manifest one's religion is not absolute even under international law. The limitations imposed by law on a legally protected right fall into the following three categories of limitation: (a) those inherent in the concept of the right being protected; (b) those determined by the rights and freedoms of others; and (c) those dictated by the general interest.
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A. Inherent Limitations
As noted above, defining religion is not an easy task. International law accepts that religion may involve teaching, practice, worship and observance. Hence, international law would support a broad view of 'religion,' including non-theistic creeds such as agnosticism, free thought, atheism and rationalism.
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Given the conceptual difficulties, many jurisdictions seek to avoid the dilemma of having to scrutinize the exact meaning of 'religion.' In Malaysia, e.g., being a traditional society with an official religion and a Rukun Negara (national tenet) which affirms a commitment to a belief in God, atheistic practices may not receive much sympathy in the courts. 28 Religion indicates that its emphasis is on "all forms of intolerance and discrimination" based on religion or belief. According to its Preamble, the Declaration on Religion is founded on the basic principles of the Charter of the United Nations proclaiming "the dignity and equality inherent in all human beings."
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The norm derived from these directives is that freedom of religion would never be exercised in a manner that would violate human dignity. founded on libertarian principles, which permit freedom of religion or belief to trump individual rights founded on human dignity and equality, are at odds with international standards of human rights protection. 42 Thus, freedom of religion under international law is not absolute, i.e., one's freedom of religion can be limited for the sake of protecting the rights and freedoms of others.
C. General Interest of the Society
UDHR authorizes States to subject freedom of religion and belief to legally sanctioned limitations designed to uphold morality, public order, and the general welfare in a democratic society. 43 ICCPR expanded those grounds to include public safety, order, health, or morals. 44 This means, in essence, that freedom to manifest one's religion or belief can be curtailed, where such curtailment is strictly required in the interest of public safety, order, health, or morals or the fundamental rights of others, but it can never be taken away entirely. 45 The principle is stated in UDHR:
"Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State, group or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set forth herein." 46 Thus, the limitations imposed upon freedom of religion or belief, to protect public safety, order, health, or morals or the fundamental rights of others, must be proportional to the contingency that prompted the limitation.
Freedom of Religion under the Malaysian Federal Constitution
Freedom of religion as a fundamental right is guaranteed under the Constitution by virtue of Article 11(1). This provision shows a special regard for religious liberty. A proper understanding of the provision reveals that every person has the right to three things: to profess; to practice; and, subject to Article 11(4), to propagate his religion. These fundamental rights are available to citizens and as well as non-citizens. They also are not only available to individuals but to groups and In addition to Article 11(1), religious liberty is further guaranteed in few other provisions of the Constitution. There is no compulsion, e.g., for anyone to support a religion other than his own and no person shall be compelled to pay any tax for which the proceeds are specially allocated to a religion other than his own. 48 Also, no person shall be required to receive instruction in or take part in any ceremony or act of worship of a religion other than his/her own. 49 The Constitution does not permit discrimination, either, on the grounds of religion against employees in the public sector; in the acquisition, holding or disposition of property; or in any trade, business or profession. 50 In The Minister of Home Affairs v. Jamaluddin bin Othman case, 51 the Supreme Court of Malaysia upheld its decision to respect the constitutional clause on the freedom of religion in its fullest sense by dismissing a plea made by the Minister of Home Affairs that conversion to Christianity by a Muslim was a punishable offence. In dismissing the appeal, the Supreme Court added that the grounds for detention in this case, when read in the proper context, were insufficient; it held that the guarantee provided by Article 11 of the Constitution, namely, the right to freedom of religion, must be given effect unless the actions of a person go well beyond what can normally be regarded as professing and practicing his or her faith. This fundamental right cannot be restricted even in times of emergency by an emergency law.
52 However, it should be noted that although this fundamental right is of paramount importance in a democratic environment and well-protected under the Constitution, it is by no means absolute. In the context of Malaysia, it is complicated by political, social, economic, historical and constitutional dimensions.
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Malaysia has a population of just over 28 million. Hence, it is vital to make reference to its practice concerning non-Muslims and Muslims in Malaysia. Under international law, it is universally accepted that freedom of religion includes the right to convert to another faith. The Malaysian position, however, is not very clear. The right to convert from one's faith is not mentioned explicitly in the Malaysian Constitution.
55 However, it is taken for granted that a non-Muslim's right to opt out of his religion is an implicit part of his religious liberty. In other words, it is evident from the constitutional provisions mentioned above that a non-Muslim in Malaysia is free to profess and practice his religion, including a change of religion. It is through the mechanism of a change of religion that a non-Muslim in Malaysia is free to adopt any religion, including Islam. A non-Muslim also is free to propagate his religion to anyone except Muslims. 56 We all know that the constitutional guarantee relating to freedom of religion is accorded much significance in countries that are multi-religious. The minority religious groups in those countries are always apprehensive about the right to profess and practise their religion. Complete religious freedom for the 39% of the population that is non Muslim has been constitutionally granted in Malaysia and cannot be violated even in times of emergency.
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For Muslims, however, the issue of conversion or apostasy raises significant religious and political considerations. that freedom of belief includes the freedom not to believe is unlikely to be accepted in Malay society.
Regardless of these significant religious and political considerations involving the conversion of a Muslim out of Islam, some still view Article 11(1) of the Constitution broadly enough to permit a change of faith despite the fact that Article 11(4) restricts the propagation of any religion to Muslims; the law nowhere forbids the voluntary conversion of a Muslim to another faith. 61 The controversy regarding the issue of apostasy, specifically in relation to the application the constitutional provisions for the freedom of religion to Muslims, remains unresolved. Legal and constitutional experts hold divergent views regarding whether the Constitution allows action to be taken against apostates. 62 Some argue that the freedom of religion guaranteed by 71 The syari'ah criminal offences legislation also makes it an offence for anyone to have an opinion or even own books contrary to the fatwa.
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It is submitted that deviationism per se cannot be punished under the Constitution. It is only when the deviationist practice has adverse implications for the public order, public health and morality, that Article 11(5) authorizes penalties. Although this argument sounds convincing from the perspective of constitutional law, the reality is that Muslims are being subjected to many religious restraints due to the power of the States to punish Muslims for offences against the precepts of Islam in accordance with the Malaysian Constitution. In addition to the above example, a number of states in Malaysia have, in the last few years, enacted 'rehabilitation laws' that permit detention and re-education of converts out of Islam. These enactments, variously referred to as Restoration of Aqidah (faith) or apostasy or murtad laws, shake constitutional ground to its roots.
79
These laws also show no mercy to the spirit of the Constitution, which guarantees religious liberty and as well as fundamental human rights under international law. 80 Hence, it has to be admitted that these laws place Article 11 of the Constitution in conflict with the conservative interpretation of religious freedom in Islam. It is, therefore, vital to note that from a constitutional law perspective, apostasy laws raise difficult constitutional issues under Articles 3, 5, 10, 11 and 12. Forced rehabilitation will be an interference with the personal liberty guaranteed by Article 5(1).
Although Muslim jurists are divided over the issue of apostasy and the right to mete out punishment for it, it is still considered as a sin and should be thus condemned. Muslim jurists cite the Holy Qur ' proclamations, the subject of freedom of religion, especially concerning apostasy, remains controversial. Regardless of the following facts:(1) there has been no consensus on such matters; (2) the noted Maliki jurist al-Baji also observed that apostasy is a sin which carries nothing prescribed or has no penalty; (3) such a sin may be punished under the discretionary punishment of tazir (which is lesser than hudud); and (4) the renowned Hanbali jurist, IbnTaymiyyah, many Islamic countries have agreed categorically that the punishment for apostasy is tazir.
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Taking into account the punishment for apostasy according to the practice of various States in Malaysia, as well as the position of Islam on the issue, we are of the opinion that the questions to be asked are: Is it acceptable under Islamic law? Should there be a punishment for it in this world? Or should the apostate be left alone because no punishment for apostasy was assigned in the Qur'an? In response to these questions, it inevitably must be pointed out that there seems to be no consensus among Muslim jurists regarding the form of punishment for apostasy. We would like to submit that, in the context of Malaysia, in regard to the laws on apostasy in particular, the "Perlis Apostasy Law" as well as many others could raise important constitutional issues.
Limitations on Freedom of Religion under the Malaysian Constitution
There are several constitutional limits on religious liberty or freedom under the Constitution. The restrictions could be in the form of: permissible restraints; propagation of religion to Muslims; religion of minors; or non-mandatory practices, as well as many more. 
A. Permissible Restraints
Article 11(1) of the Constitution, which guarantees freedom of religion, cannot be read in isolation. This provision must be read together with Article 3(1), which states that the practice of religion must not disturb peace and harmony. In other words, one is allowed to exercise his freedom of religion on the condition that it will not disturb peace and harmony in any part of the Federation. Another permissible restraint is provided under Article 11(5), which states that the provision does not authorize any act contrary to any general law relating to public order, public health or morality. Thus, the implication of the regulation is that all religious conduct is subject to the power of Parliament to restrict it on the grounds stated above. Hence, if speech, conduct, practice or institution is grounded in religious doctrine, and if it threatens any of the three forbidden grounds listed above, it can be exterminated by a parliamentary law.
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In addition to the permissible restraints provided under Article 11(5), additional restraints are possible in the case of Muslims. This is by virtue of Schedule 9, List II, Item 1, which grants power to State Assemblies to punish Muslims for offences against the precepts of Islam. According to Shad Faruqi, this power is used frequently to punish a wide variety of un-Islamic conduct like khalwat (close proximity), zina (adultery), gambling, drinking, beauty contests and deviationist activities.
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B. Propagation of Religion to Muslims
It has been argued that a person's right to propagate religion among people professing Islam pursuant to Article 11(4) can be restricted by Federal law (in Federal Territory) or state law. 86 It is important to note that laws controlling propagation are meant to prevent Muslims from being exposed to heretical religious doctrines, whether they are of Islamic or non-Islamic origin, and irrespective of whether the propagators are Muslims or non-Muslims. Some scholars argue that the purpose of Article 11(4) is to insulate Malays against internationally funded and powerful proselytising forces that became entrenched in the country due to official support from the colonial government. 87 According to Andrew Harding, Article 11(4) was inserted primarily as a result of public order considerations. 88 However, Shad Faruqi goes further, saying that in the context of Malaysia, renunciation of Islam by a Malay would automatically mean abandoning the Malay community, adding to Harding's rationale the element of ethnicity and political factors; 89 Islam is one of the defining features of a 'Malay' in Article 160(2) of the Constitution.
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Addressing the issue of the propagation of religion to Muslims, it would be safe to suggest that any preaching of religious doctrine to Muslims (whether by nonMuslims or unauthorized Muslims) can be regulated by state law. 91 This is due to the fact that state enactments also make it an offence to convert Muslims. In recent days, this limitation or restriction has been generating a heated debate in Malaysia. The issue of conversion is an acute example of the issues underlying this heated debate. Although we admit that the restriction of the propagation of non-Islamic religions among Muslims and State control over the propagation of Islamic doctrine may serve the purpose of maintaining social stability, 92 the problem with these principles is that they are contrary to the spirit of freedom of religion and place the adherents of other religions (and Muslims who hold to unorthodox religious tenets) at a disadvantage compared with Muslims (or orthodox Muslims). 93 In the long term, the maintenance of these restrictions may have the effect of undermining the overarching principle of religious freedom.
C. Religion of Minors
Although Article 11(1) uses the word 'person' as having freedom of religion in the context of professing and pratising a religion, and it is subject to Clause (4) when it comes to propagation, it becomes critical to read this provision together with Article 12(4) when the 'person' we are dealing with happens to be under 18. Thus, These statutes make it an offence to persuade a Muslim to change his faith, to approach a Muslim to subject him to speech concerning a non-Islamic religion or to send him materials on non-Islamic religions, and to distribute such publications to Muslims in a public place. 92 Supra note 88, at 202. 93 Id.
in Teoh Eng Huat, 94 the court held that in matters of religion, a child below the age of 18 must conform to the wishes of his/her parents. Based on this line of reasoning, the court ruled that the conversion of a 17-year old Buddhist girl to Islam without her parents' consent was of no effect. 95 It would appear that the decision of the then Supreme Court (now Federal Court) diffused a potentially divisive issue, given that there are serious political overtones in the religious exploitation of minors. Hence, the Supreme Court was right to overrule the decision of the High Court, although within the context of a multi-religious society, Abdul Malek J in the High Court was not right in importing Islamic law in his construction of Article 11(1).
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Regarding the religion of minors, a controversial Administration of the Religion of Islam (Federal Territories) Bill 2013 in Parliament was recently withdrawn.
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The Cabinet decided to withdraw the Bill in order to have an in-depth discussion regarding the issue of the status of a child's religion when his/her mother or father converts to Islam. Section 107(b) of the Bill allows for a child to be converted with the consent of only one parent. 98 This Bill was tabled in Parliament on June 26, 2013, and was to have been debated, but because of the controversy, the Government decided to withdraw the Bill. Currently, the law regarding the religion of a minor is found in Article 12(4), which cannot be read in isolation; reference has to be made to Article 160 and the Eleventh Schedule of the Constitution, which "expressly provides that all words appearing in the Federal Constitution which are stated in one gender also include the other gender, and all words in the singular also include the plural."
D. Non-Mandatory Practices
The contentious issue here is whether religious freedom would cover all aspects of religious practice. This is due to the fact that regarding religion, every person has three rights: to profess; to practice; and, subject to Clause 4, to propagate his religion.
Practice means "to put into practice, to perform, to carry out, to do habitually."
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Although this is how the word 'practice' is understood, it is important to note that in Malaysia, it has been held by the courts that freedom of religion extends 94 2 malayan l. J. 301 (1990 Considering the decisions of the courts above, it would appear safe to conclude that in Malaysia, freedom of religion in the context of 'practice' extends only to those practices and rituals that are essential and mandatory. However, such rulings may create problems in other areas, as some practices, although not mandatory, are considered part and parcel of certain religions. 102 One example is polygamy; it is not mandatory for male Muslims, but denying it may be said to be a denial of religious freedom. Based on the aforementioned limitations which are imposed on freedom of religion in Malaysia, the crux of the issue is that, although some of these limitations are in line with the spirit of international law, one could still argue that Article 11(4) of the Constitution, which limits propagation of religion to Muslims, is a violation of one's freedom of religion under Article 18 of UDHR.
103 Proselytism itself is inherent in religion. International law stresses the need for greater respect for internationally recognized human rights norms, including the freedom to convert and the freedom to manifest one's religion or belief, either individually or in community with others, and in public or private. 104 Despite these contentions, we argued that the limitation imposed on freedom of religion under Article 11(4) could be justified and said to be in line with international law. As discussed earlier, freedom of religion or belief under international law is not absolute, e.g., limitations can be imposed on the basis of upholding morality, public safety, order, health and the general welfare in a democratic society. However, the point of contention here is whether the restriction imposed on the right of Muslims to convert to other religions is contrary to the spirit of UDHR. Article 18 of UDHR stipulates that freedom of religion includes the right to convert to another faith. But UDHR also authorizes States to subject freedom of religion and belief to legally sanctioned limitations designed to uphold morality, public order, and the general welfare in a democratic society. Nevertheless, we must take note of the fact that in Malaysia, UDHR has been given partial recognition by Section 4( Malay language. The impact of this clause is that Malay and Islam are interwoven together and cannot be separated. If renunciation of Islam by a Malay is allowed, it means s/he not only becomes a non-Muslim, but also becomes non-Malay; s/ he would automatically be excluded from the Malay community. Thus, conversion out of Islam would disturb the demographics, as well as the political and social equilibrium of the country, and would be perceived as a threat to public order. In fact, UDHR provides: "In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subjected only to such limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order and the general welfare in a democratic society." 117 In drafting Article 29(2), the UN recognized that for every right granted to an individual either as 'fundamental liberties' or 'human rights,' there would be competing rights of others, including the society or State in which the individual exists. Article 29 requires States to balance these competing rights, favoring the human rights of the individual in all circumstances, "subject to such limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order and general welfare in a democratic society." 118 Moreover, this conflict often has arisen when international legal instruments have sought to impose human rights norms on local cultures. Thus, Malaysia emphasizes stability and enforced social cohesion as an important aspect of the fundamental core of Malay values. 119 While the concepts of human rights are universal, the application of these rights within each society and culture will vary. This position is acknowledged in the Vienna Declaration and Program of Action of the UN World Conference on Human Rights. 120 While the significance of different cultural backgrounds is to be borne in mind, 121 these safeguards are required in order for a nation to maintain public order and political stability. Social, cultural, and developmental rights all have been considered by Malaysia to have greater significance. There is also an urgent need to address the issue of conversion and laws on apostasy in Malaysia. The focus here is on the question of whether a Muslim can convert out of Islam. If so, can s/he be punished for apostasy? Will such a punishment infringe his/her rights under Article 11? It is submitted that the legal scenario is complicated. However, recently, we have witnessed several cases in which Muslims have been charged in the syari'ah courts for apostasy and judgment has been passed. 122 It must be pointed out that in the context of this paper, laws on apostasy and other aqidah (faith) laws may raise important constitutional issues, 123 e.g., that Article 11(1) of the Constitution is broad enough to permit a change of faith irrespective of Article 11(4). Hence, a law that violates Article 11(1) may be challenged as unconstitutional. In addition, forced rehabilitation could be viewed as an interference with personal liberty, which is guaranteed by Article 5(1) of the Constitution. This is due to the fact that the term 'law' under Article 160(2) of the Constitution does not include 'syari'ah law.' So, are these apostasy or aqidah (faith) laws considered syari'ah laws? If the answer is 'affirmative,' then such laws could be challenged as unconstitutional by virtue of Article 160(2). Thus, someone who converts out of Islam could still invoke the violation of one's constitutional rights under Article 5(1) as a result of forced rehabilitation. Despite this contention, those who are skeptical that the mischievous design against Islam and also the harmony among the multiracial society of Malaysia would still argue that such laws are not unconstitutional on the basis of Article 11(4). 124 It is likely that what is needed is a fair balancing of interests producing the least friction and accompanied by an understanding of the constitutional provisions from a historical perspective. In addition to the issue of apostasy, when it comes to apostasy law or a public policy to govern faith, it is likely that society must engage in an open and rational debate to determine what is in the best interest of the people. 125 All citizens should have the right to engage in dialogue on religious issues. We should not avoid discussing racial and religious issues just because they are deemed to be 'sensitive.' Thus, some have argued that apostasy should be addressed by persuasion rather 
